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4 • The atmosphere is deficient in CO2,
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Fossil fuel use emits CO2 (not carbon)
first captured by plants which decayed
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CO2 levels.

C O N C LU SI O N
requires evidence. There is no evidence the use of fossil fuel could
• Science
cause a climate catastrophe, because CO2 was significantly higher and life

flourished before plants captured CO2 to form fossil fuels. Moreover, the declining
greenhouse effect makes runaway temperature impossible.

• Fear caused by scary climate predictions has converted forecasts into beliefs, all
of which have failed to occur.
• The 520 coal fired plants under construction or planned, and 2445 (Australia has
19) operating plants are therefore not a cause for concern. Despite subsidies,

the shift to renewables has moved Australian power costs from the lowest in the
world to near the highest. Their intermittent nature with priority market access

has disrupted low cost baseload coal fired stations increasing costs causing early
closure and risk for new investment in reliable baseload power.
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